Daa’Vit

Personality
Daa’Vit tend to be a stoic, yet passionate people with a quirky, often sharp sense of humor. Daa’Vit are creatures of duty and ceremony, tempering their passions with responsibility. Slow to anger and slow to heal, Daa’Vit are loyal, steadfast friends and dangerous enemies.

Physical Description
Daa’Vit fall into the general height and weight parameters for humans, although their unusual skeletal structure makes them appear severe and gaunt. Daa’Vit skin tones are generally dusky grayish-green with dark eyes. Hair colors are generally black or dark-brown, trending towards silver with age.

Culture
Daa’Vit culture has always had a warrior bent, a tendency sharpened by three hundred years of conflict with the Klingon Empire. The Daa’Vit government is a controlled monarchy, currently led by Morgen, a former Starfleet captain. The society is somewhat rigid, governed by form and tradition, but open to political in-fighting and intrigue.

Language
Daa’Vit Common

Homeworld
Daa’V- a cold, harsh world, capital of the Daa’Vit Confederacy.

Favored Profession
Soldier or Starship officer. Although the Daa’Vit can take up most any profession, Confederacy soldier or starship officer are the quickest paths to advancement and glory. Since Morgen’s triumphal return, many Daa’Vit have joined the Federation Starfleet.

Species Adjustment
+1 Strength, +1 Presence, -1 Perception

Species Abilities
Bonus Edge: High Pain Threshold  Daa’Vit are subjected to an intense, demanding lifestyle from early childhood and weaklings are not tolerated. As a result, they learn to endure considerable physical penalty.
Hardy  Due to the demands of life on their homeworld, Daa’Vit are a tough durable people. Daa’Vit gain a +1 to Stamina reaction bonuses.
Bonus Skill: Simple Weapons  Daa’Vit are trained as warriors from an early age, and nearly the entire populace has some skill with simple weaponry.
Long Memories  Three hundred years of conflict with the Klingon Empire have affected the Daa’Vit mindset towards the Klingons. Daa’Vit suffer a –2 penalty to all social tests involving Klingons.

Notes
The Daa’Vit first appeared in the novel Reunion by Michael Ian Friedman.